View A Miracle App Offers Moms Sharable Gender Reveal
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NJ based 3D and 4D ultrasound imaging company makes it easier to show off child in womb; makes social gender reveal easy to share.

(Newswire.net -- January 20, 2015) North Brunswick, New Jersey -- View A Miracle, a New Jersey 3D and 4D ultrasound imaging company, has launched an app for expectant mothers seeking gender reveals, 4D ultrasounds and memorable moments of their child while in utero. The app was created as a convenience for customers to be able to share their baby's sonograms and milestones throughout the pregnancy. It also delivers a rewards program.

The unique app taps into the growing trend of expectant parents who are excited to share ultrasound pictures with friends and extended family. Since the introduction of ultrasound technology, expectant parents have been finding new ways to share these amazing and precious photos. Recent trends include sharing sonograms on family holiday cards, attached in emails and posted on social media.

The View A Miracle App makes sharing much easier across digital platforms such as the internet, smart phones, Facebook, Twitter and other social media platforms; it was designed to provide mobile convenience for their existing and prospective customers.

With the average American never leaving home without their phone, and now spending upwards of 2 hours per day on mobile devices, phones are always within reach. View A Miracle was interested in harnessing the technology to deliver added value benefits to expecting mothers making it easier for them to participate in the loyalty program, specials, giveaways, online booking and payments, as well as be notified of special events and general information.

"This app is one of a few of its kind for this industry. We know our clients will appreciate the convenience and the reward savings for their continued patronage," Kayla Gipson, RDMS, Owner of View A Miracle.

The app is available for download on iTunes and on GooglePlay.

View A Miracle is a 3D and 4D ultrasound imaging company based in North Brunswick, NJ that serves the New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware expectant parents. For more information please call (732) 422-7022 or visit www.viewamiracle.com
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